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IHBC Annual School - Manchester 2017 

Thursday 22nd - Saturday 24th June 2017 

Day School Friday 23rd June 2017 

This year's Annual School examines the rich legacy of transport infrastructure, exploring both its continuing 
role as a future driver of change and economic growth as well as its impact upon historic places.The 
emergence of transport networks brought massive physical change to the urban and rural landscape and 
the structures associated with road, river, canal, rail and air transport continue to shape the world around 
us. New modes of transport and communication were critical to the industrial revolution and ongoing 
expansion continues to stimulate economic, social and cultural exchange and interaction. Much of this 
accumulated historic transport legacy survives and remains in operation, often adapted to serve new needs 
and sometimes reinvented and converted for new purposes. 

As the birthplace of the industrial revolution and now heralded as the beating heart of the Northern 
Powerhouse, Manchester and the North West is a fitting location to experience the legacy of historic 
transport infrastructure and consider the potential impact that ambitious new projects might have upon the 
historic environment.The region is home to a wealth of pioneering and iconic transport structures, from 
the world's oldest surviving passenger railway station in Castlefield, Manchester; Liverpool docks, now a 
key part of the Maritime Mercantile City World Heritage site; the Bridgewater Canal, the country's first 
industrial canal; to twentieth century motorways, bus stations and airports. 

Annual School includes: 
• Regeneration of Historic Ports - Peter de Figueiredo

• Managing the Canal Heritage - Nigel Crowe, Canal & River Trust

• Historic railway structures - Simon Bradley

• Upgrading the UK's historic railway infrastructure - William Filmer-Sankey.Alan Baxter

• Death by Motorcar:T he slow strangulation of our historic cities - David Rudlin, Urbed
• Between Land and Sky: Historic Air Transport Infrastructure - Kate Martyn & Victoria Perry,

Donald lnsall Associates

• Tours exploring all facets of Manchester's historic and modern infrastructure.
• Day trips to experience keys sites in Liverpool, Preston and Cheshire.

Further details and booking on-line at : 

manchester20 I 7 .ihbc.org.uk 

For any queries or for booking by phone contact O 131 662 0366 or 
booking@ihbc.org.uk 
Day School places start from £ 130 (plus VAT). 
Full residential school Places start from £380 (plus VAT) 
Early booking discounts apply until 21 st April 2017. 
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